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Foreword
Colonial Mediascapes is a bold and ambitious project that proposes new
ways of thinking about books, technology, and American Indians.
When the old ways of thinking are filled with rusted and corroding words, sometimes the new ways require new words. New words
are usually off-putting, and in fact the clumsy word for new words
(neologism) is itself a perfect example. However, the argument in the
pages that follow is so groundbreaking, and so profound and disorientating, that it justifies the creation of new names for new things.
Let me crudely characterize the existing discourse. The winter count
calendar is (kind of ) like a book. The quipu is (kind of ) like a computer. The petroglyph is (kind of ) like words. The subtext is not so
buried; what we’re really talking about is this: Indians are, on a good
day, (kind of ) like Europeans. Just as the structure of these sentences
about books and computers embeds a clear point of view on what is
understood to be superior, the underlying assumption applies to the
users of these things as well.
As a curator at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian, I always felt these well-intentioned comparisons were a
trap. I never thought it was quite believable that some ugly ball of
yarn was really an indigenous univac, or at least an abacus. That isn’t
to say I thought it wasn’t those things; just that in an exhibition format, no text label making such a comparison would be convincing.
Yet even if one had the expertise and real estate to build a compelling,
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smart exhibition that would persuade skeptics that those ratty-looking
Peruvian strings contained mathematical genius, what did that really
get us? Since a microscopic fraction of Indians who ever lived used
such a device, I suggest we get the exception that proves the rule, that’s
what.
The chapters that follow demonstrate how these things are not approximately similar but fundamentally different, and they begin to
explode the notion of technological determinism that shapes much
of the current discourse about the past five centuries of American
history.
True, “objects of knowledge transfer” doesn’t roll off the tongue, and
time will tell if “mediascapes” gains traction as a way to think about
these questions, which is just fine. The ideas, though, I am certain are
going to be around a long time.
Paul Chaat Smith
September 2010
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Introduction
Matt Cohen and Jeffrey Glover

New World colonialism catalyzed an extraordinary range of controversies and theories about humanness and history, many of which centered on the question of communication—and writing in particular.
Could a people without what Westerners recognized as “writing” know
their own history? Could they be converted to Christianity, and if so,
what would be the proper means of doing so? Such questions evolved
in eighteenth-century Europe and its colonies into debates about the
patterns of human history and the possibility of a universal language,
and in the nineteenth, into arguments about human evolution and the
relationships between race and writing. As many critics have pointed
out, in the wake of theories of writing such as Isaac Taylor’s The History of the Alphabet (1899), a stadial notion of media development held
strong sway in the twentieth century. The oral and gestural, it was argued, evolved into hieroglyphics or writing, then manuscript, then
print, in a cultural progression sometimes coupled to the development
of science and technology, human consciousness, or visions of global
rational governance. A host of ideas about what made humans distinctive or about the destiny of the human race were hitched to the
evolution of writing, and Amerindian evidence was important to most
of them.¹ In our own time, the most powerful means of storing and
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retrieving information is neither image-based nor text-based but relies on binarized electrical signals. Yet the oral-literate explanatory
structure persists, as does a technological determinism that rationalizes the outcomes of settlement history in terms of guns, germs, steel,
or economics.
Against this conception of media and the notions of history that
follow from it, thinkers across many disciplines have proposed alternatives. There is Sandra Gustafson’s notion of “emerging media” (“the
ongoing technological, cultural, and ideological transformations that
affect all media, whether ‘old’ or ‘new’”), N. Katherine Hayles’s notion
of “intermediation,” or Martin Lienhard’s argument for the “multimedia literacy” of indigenous worlds.² These scholars focus on inscriptions, supports, and performances rather than teleologically organized
stages of development. Their work has brought new urgency to the
study of printed or written artifacts that circulated in contexts shaped
by different forms of media. It has also furnished tools for accessing
resistant and alternative public worlds that defy description within
hierarchies of orality and literacy.
In assembling Colonial Mediascapes we have tried not to define writing, textuality, or literacy but rather to exhibit some recent, influential
evolutions of the conversation about communication in colonial
America, broadly conceived. “The cross-fertilization of cultures takes
many forms, leaving behind many records, language being only one
of them, and often not the primary one,” writes Wai Chee Dimock;
“there is no reason to think of language as self-sufficient.”³ A focus
on textuality has sometimes hampered the understanding of communication systems themselves as contentious sites for the unfolding of
colonization. By looking at text together with what we might call
“other-than-text”—or modes of inscription or expression that are not
linguistic—the discussion enacted in this book tends to understand
inscription as happening, and as being received, in relation to multiple,
sometimes simultaneous modes of communication. Assembled under
this principle, the essays here open new understandings of how media
made history before the Revolutionary era in the Americas.4
2
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There are two principal scholarly occasions for this volume. The first
is the friction we perceive between the theorization of writing and
coloniality in Latin America, which has embraced indigenous communication practices, and that in North America, where the focus has
remained on the traditional objects of the history of the book—and
to an extent on Western conceptions of history itself.5 The second occasion is the hemispheric trend in early American studies, which
seems to offer excellent opportunities to put indigenous systems and
intercultural colonial communications episodes into the same critical
space, if not fully into dialogue. For a long time, the history of the
book in New England and its attendant intellectual and social history and the extraordinarily rich debates about what Lux Vidal described as grafismo indígena in Mesoamerica and the Andes have
orbited each other, seldom crossing paths.6 Book studies has been
particularly fertile in the evidentiary ground of New England; it is
unsurprising, then, that many of the essays here are based in that space.
From book history—and from textual scholarship more broadly—
many essayists take the notion that medium shapes, but does not determine, meaning in communication. But we also draw, as our title
suggests, on postcolonial anthropology and on historical media studies, in which the redefinition of media categories offers ways to resist
the magnetism of teleological stories of cultural development that follow from the valorization of writing and print.7
One of the most influential redefinitions of writing in the American
colonial context came with Elizabeth Boone and Walter Mignolo’s
edited collection Writing without Words in 1994. Boone and Mignolo
concluded that, to quote the latter, “the history of writing is not an
evolutionary process driving toward the alphabet, but rather a series of
coevolutionary processes in which different writing systems followed
their own transformations.”8 Boone and Mignolo’s definition of writing was challengingly broad: “the communication of relatively specific
ideas in a conventional manner by means of permanent, visible marks.”
This definition was designed to focus on “communication, on the
structured use of conventions, and on the element of permanency.”9
Introduction
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For the critics in Writing without Words, as Joanne Rappaport put it,
“the power of European institutions was constituted and maintained
through the spread of literacy in indigenous communities from the late
sixteenth to early nineteenth centuries.”¹0 The legacy of the insistence
by the contributors to Writing without Words on the political nature of
any representation of indigenous communication resonates in each of
the essays here, despite important differences in methodology and political orientation.
Boone and Mignolo focused on writing for good reason: to undermine the evolutionist and Western colonialist equation, deeply rooted
through academic study and publication, of alphabetic writing with
higher consciousness and human capacity. We think it is time, thanks
to their influential work, to try out media as an organizing frame.
Western theories and practices of evidence, property, and sovereignty
are today less dependent upon notions of writing and increasingly dependent upon theories of media. Studies of performance and otherthan-textual communication and reconstructions of impermanent
media have broadened the archive of colonial studies and called attention to the way archival practices dating to the colonial period
shape current disciplinary boundaries. A shift from “writing” to “media” sets up a relay with contemporary communications controversies
and with studies in other fields that productively disrupt progressive,
linear thinking about communication history. The idea of media, not
just colonial discourse, is important to us here, because we feel that
the focus on the linguistic should be one part of a larger attempt to
understand scenes of communication (or publications, in a much older and broader sense of the term) as events that not only shaped settlement history but also conditioned access to the past.
This introduction surveys the archival history of indigenous representation, with its multiple—though sometimes surprisingly coincident—
temporalities. Our attempt is to trace some of the long history of
conversations about indigenous American media to situate the appearance of this collection in the longue durée. In this we apply the
lessons of many teachers, from Mignolo and Boone to Jill Lepore, Lisa
4
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Brooks, Paul Chaat Smith, Jace Weaver, Joanna Brooks, Jean O’Brien,
Craig Womack, James Clifford, and George Tinker, all of whom question how history is conceptualized in discussing indigenous representation.
In that spirit, we want to say a word about the title of this book.
We’ve borrowed the term mediascapes from Arjun Appadurai. Working at the nexus of area studies and anthropology, Appadurai’s work
attempts to understand how groups in today’s world imagine themselves into being, without fixed spaces and through a swarm of media
and communications devices, during what Appadurai argues is the
staggering final stage of the collapse of the nation-state form. Longdistance community formation, a challenging new media realm, reconfigurations of economy and governance, the constant encounter
with different ethnicities, and a fragmented, highly localized set of
power negotiations—Appadurai’s modernity sounds familiar to students of early colonialism.¹¹
Mediascape is one of five “scapes” that Appadurai posits as tools for
analyzing how individuals and groups imagine self-determination today. Together with ethnoscapes, technoscapes, financescapes, and
ideoscapes, mediascapes are “cultural flows” that take on local meaning in specific times and places, and through which communities and
individuals refract each of the other “scapes.” Mediascape refers more
specifically to the distribution of the ability to create and spread information as well as the contents of that dissemination. Mediascapes
are made up of both a set of images or stories about people—true or
false—and the means by which those images or stories are transmitted. They are perspectival, local, often rapidly evolving sets of systems,
protocols, and ways of speaking about others (33–36).
Such a way of understanding the importance of media both follows
the lead of Writing without Words in focusing on power and the social
embodiment of media practices and moves us beyond the paradigm
of writing into an analytic that encourages us to consider colonial relations as they are constituted across media. It also leverages some of
the powerful insights offered by postcolonial studies into the ways uses
Introduction
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of media become in themselves contests for power in the hands of
subalterns. But there are also problems with the term. It is good to
recall first that Appadurai intended each of the “scapes” as “building
blocks,” not as determinants, of political cultural analysis; mediascapes
are a starting point, not a telos (33). Second, the tempo of the world
Appadurai describes is much more rapid than that of the colonial
world. For all that we share with the past a state of heterochronicity,
nearly instantaneous global communication competes more heavily
with natural time scales and forces than in the colonial era. Too, the
global imagination is much more fundamentally shaped by ideas like
race than in the colonial world; colonization and empire may not have
established “civilization” everywhere, but their political products have
spiraled wide and deep. And finally, Appadurai’s work posits the existence of what he terms “diasporic public spheres”—a contentious
notion in colonial studies, and one that Appadurai would argue might
be an anachronistic way of understanding long-distance relations in
the colonial era.¹² So it is as an analytical spur, and perhaps a transdisciplinary invitation, that we propose mediascapes as a way of understanding how we have conceptualized this book.
The approach to mediascapes suggested by Appadurai does not lend
itself to the kinds of grand, linear narratives that organized media history in the nineteenth century and before. The essays in Colonial Mediascapes offer divergent and conflicting approaches to the project of
telling literary history in new ways. The first part, “Beyond Textual
Media,” presents essays that address the mediation of early American
archives. For centuries, scholars and archivists of early American history have focused on the codex form and its many permutations, organizing libraries, canons, archives, and syllabi around the concept of
the book. The essays in part 1 grapple with the consequences of bookbased archival practices for the study of the many early American
people who recorded history without writing. Part 2, “Multimedia
Texts,” looks at the relationship between written texts and other kinds
of communication. These essays suggest the ways in which a broader
understanding of communication can transform received understand6
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ings of textuality. Part 3, “Sensory New Worlds,” features essays that
consider the interface between media and the senses in American encounters. These essays describe how struggles over soundscapes and
other sensory phenomena shaped settlement outcomes. The concluding section, “Transatlantic Mediascapes,” examines intersections of
indigenous and transatlantic forms of communication. Often, the contact zone between Europeans and Native people is viewed as a localized space. These essays show how struggles over media in the colonies
shaped the political and intellectual history of European powers.
Western interest in non- or paralinguistic indigenous representation in
the Americas has been intense from the earliest days of encounter,
though the occasions and uses of recoveries of Mexican maps and codices, or of paleolithic inscriptions by Native North Americans, were
various and often conflicted. In their original contexts, many of these
media were themselves tools of empire and the maintenance of hierarchies; sometimes they were deliberately constructed to cross linguistic
and cultural boundaries, and at other times they reified governmental
or local communal control by stifling such transmissions. The media of
the pre- and early colonial period in America that have attracted the
most attention, both archival and scholarly, include the codices and
maps of Mesoamerica; the khipus of the Inca empire; the wampum,
winter counts, and birchbark scrolls of North America; and the languages, architecture, and stone inscriptions of all of these areas. Less
emphasized but no less subject to collecting and museumification have
been song, fabrics, basketry, pottery, weaponry, and burial objects.
More elusive to commodification but increasingly of interest to scholars today have been dance, tattoos, and the physical layout of communities, shrines, and pathways.¹³
These media were, to use Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin’s term, “remediated” by Europeans in many ways. Such remediations extended
from the physical extraction to Europe of artifacts, documents, and
people; to the creation of syllabaries; to the representation in book
form of codices, architecture, totemic signatures, tattoos, and other
Introduction
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inscribed forms. Such remediations also happened the other way: indigenous people throughout the continent appropriated European
media. Doubtless these practices illustrate an appreciation by the
Americans of the importance that books, letters, coins, jewelry, and
other inscribed objects held for newcomers, but evidence of longdistance trade prior to colonization also suggests that such enfolding
of the media of others was in many groups a long-standing practice.
The remediation of American indigenous representations, then, proceeded under a complex state of interchange. European controversies
simultaneously fueled the spread of indigenous communications practices and obscured their functioning and contexts.
“The most frequently published and widely circulating works on
America over the entire century,” Rolena Adorno points out, “were
the epic poems of conquest.”¹4 The generic expectations of these works
allowed for representations of indigeneity that would not have been
possible in other genres more tightly regulated by church or state, as
they were indirect, artful, and formulaic representations of customs
rather than historical ones. While more direct representations, such
as the codices, seem preferable to the refraction of epic poetry, there
too the story is complex. The mass destruction of such documents by
Spaniards like Fray Diego de Landa went hand in hand with their
recognition as significant. “These people used certain characters or
letters,” wrote Landa, “with which they wrote in their books about
their antiquities and their sciences; with these, and with figures, and
certain signs in the figures, they understood their matters, made them
known, and taught them.”¹5 Certain “signs in the figures”: the mixture
of codes became, very early on, part of the European calculus of the
significance of indigenous American representation. Moreover, the
Mexica amoxtli, or painted histories, were designed to be performed;
the content and composition were assembled with oral and gestural
performance in mind.
Yet it is to the Spanish administration that we owe the existence of
the majority of known Mesoamerican codices. José Rabasa reminds
us that “although the missionaries burned native writings in the early
8
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years of the conquest, by the early 1540s Spanish administrators were
encouraging and even sponsoring the production of texts using
glyphs.” As Rabasa compellingly puts it, “What could more powerfully constitute a link between the encomienda and tribute patterns
before the conquest than an indigenous pictographic record?”¹6 Codices also served as legal evidence in land disputes.¹7 This resurgence
and transformation of other-than-textual signification simultaneously inscribes indigenous inclinations and Spanish governmental objectives. For Rabasa, this means not just that Amerindian ways were
being adapted but also that Spanish authorities were “committing
themselves to dwell in both worlds,” the Nahua and the Spanish New
World, “at least from a hermeneutic necessity, though not from an affective affinity.”¹8 He argues that the same is true of early indigenous
uses of European writing, such as the Nahuatl Historia de Tlatelolco
desde los tiempos más remotos, written around 1528 using the Latin alphabet and part of a massive outpouring of texts from the missionaries working among the Aztecs.
Indigenous mapping practices and ways of understanding landscape
were also preserved by and refracted through Spanish administrative
demands. The relaciones geográficas were created around 1580 based on
a royal Spanish questionnaire. The maps they included—sometimes
called lienzos when painted on canvas—each covered a small town or
province within the gobierno of New Spain, and most were created by
indigenous people. Barbara Mundy shows that in many cases, particularly in outlying areas, maps still remained from the precolonial era,
and in some cases these may have been copied in response to the questionnaire. These maps survived because, unlike religious almanacs,
“community maps were recognized as secular documents by Europeans and never specifically earmarked for destruction,” an argument that
Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra makes about codices as well.¹9 Native painters still used traditional indicators for landforms and pathways, included details such as the roots of plants, and depicted social relations
or the comparative importance of resource areas using indigenous rules
for scale and position rather than a Euclidean projection—techniques
Introduction
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that Mundy terms “communicentric projection.”²0 The church, too,
was an important vector for the maintenance of indigenous visual traditions, as Mundy’s work shows. The church was also a site of the
transmission of language, rhetorical codes, gestures, and histories—
and for the archiving of indigenous representational practices considered demonic.
The khipu is an interesting exception to—in ways showing the limits of—the European fascination with indigenous American nontextual representation. Khipus are bundles of multicolored knotted
strings, used to regulate the Inca empire and its sophisticated tributary
economies. As Frank Salomon puts it, they are “one aspect of America that Europe never really discovered.”²¹ Spanish writers gave credence to the khipu, but they appear never to have tried hard to figure
out how khipus worked. Were they code? Were they text? Were they
indecipherable outside of a performance or a ritual context? Did their
uses vary by region and historically, or were they designed to bridge
space, time, and dialect? In many ways, Salomon suggests, the problem of the khipu raises some of the most persistent questions about
human communications systems more broadly. Gary Urton’s work has
focused on decoding khipu morphology. He argues convincingly for
a variety of bureaucratic, record-keeping uses of the strings, for keeping track of tribute, for example. Salomon, while agreeing that in the
past “the cord system articulated political life as organized by corporate kinship groups,” shows this by exploring its continued use into
the contemporary era in certain Andean contexts (Cord Keepers 3). He
also goes so far as to suggest that uses of the khipu may have been
heterogeneous and that it might have been designed to mimic forms
of action other than speech.²² In part because of the khipu’s methodological and historiographical importance, most of the essays in Colonial Mediascapes that take up Hispanophone contexts involve the
khipu, approaching it from a variety of formal standpoints as a transmedia device.
What Mundy argues of Mesoamerican maps, in most analysts’ accounts, holds true for other indigenous forms of inscription south of
10
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the Rio Grande. “Indigenous maps began to change,” she writes,
“when the understanding of space held by their makers did, most visibly when Spanish programs of land use and urbanization forced them
into different relationships with their environment. In addition, both
within the indigenous community and outside of it, new types of writing and literacy undercut the authority that native maps once had.”²³
It is certainly the case that the production of new codices and khipus
using traditional symbolic systems dwindled as the seventeenth century wore on. Simultaneously, these forms saw increasing reproduction in European contexts, for a variety of reasons.
Just as the ecclesiastical and governmental institutions of New
Spain fostered a complicated dynamic of elimination, preservation,
and transmission of American representation, so too did that dynamic function through antiquarian collecting, travel literature, museum
building, and historical and natural philosophical research in Europe.
It would be risky, then, to speak of an or the “archive” of indigenous
colonial representation, if by that term we take even Derrida’s broad
sense of a place, articulated to authority production, where documents
that are to shape the future are selected and preserved. Both the situations and the forms of authority that attach to the places where
indigenous inscription appear are multifarious and multidimensional—
and they show a long history of contentious relation. Indigenous representation as an imaginary, or Borgesian, archive, then, might be
thought of as a key shaper of the human sciences, continuously, since
the beginning of the sixteenth century.
There is disagreement on the question of how seriously, and in what
way, Spanish intellectuals and authorities took Amerindian writing.
Scholars seem to concur that in general, a strong analogical optic encouraged Spanish authorities to deprecate indigenous writing as generally a product of collaboration with, or even a direct creation of, the
devil. “The model of writing and the book imbedded in the European mind during the Renaissance,” Mignolo summarizes, “erased
many of the possibilities for missionaries and men of letters to inquire into different writing systems and sign carriers rather than simIntroduction
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ply describe them by analogy with their own model.”²4 There were
exceptions: José de Acosta, in book 6 of his Historia natural y moral
de las Indias (1590), compares Amerindian writing systems not just
with the European alphabetic system but with Chinese writing. Acosta suggests broad encoding power for the khipu, among other things,
though without, as we will see, offering a detailed description of khipu encoding or interpretation.²5
It was not only obscure historians such as Francesco Patrizi (in the
sixteenth century) but also Amerindians (in the seventeenth) such as
Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxochitl and Francisco de San Antón Muñon
Chimalpain Cuauhtlehuanitzin, trained by humanist friars, who challenged the notion that indigenous forms of inscription carried no historical weight. Juan de Torquemada, in his Monarchía indiana of 1615,
wrote that the Mexicans “kept very good knowledge” of the acts of
Spanish conquest and “recorded them as history, first using figures and
characters and later alphabetical writing.”²6 Cañizares-Esguerra argues that the perceived genres of the inscriptions were important to
Europeans. If they treated cosmological matters, they were false and
dangerous; if they treated historical matters, they were perhaps controversial, but not risky. As we saw, Diego de Landa burned Mayan
ritual books and tortured Amerindians to death for paganism—but
he also was so convinced by Mayan calendrical sophistication that he
searched the Yucatán systematically for stelae, on which he felt the
history of the previous kingdoms had been written.²7
The story is complicated by the history of publication and republication of the codices and other accounts; for example, most of the
important Spanish histories of Peru before the arrival of Europeans
that were written in the 1500s went unpublished during their authors’
lives—sometimes for centuries, as in the case of Pedro Cieza de León’s
El señorío de los Incas. And yet, parts of El señorío appeared, recast, in
Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas’s Historia general de los hechos de los
castellanos (1605–15). Parts of these works and of the codices were also
published and republished at different times in languages other than
Spanish, sometimes, as in the case of the Codex Mendoza in the
12
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Englishman Samuel Purchas’s Hakluytus Posthumus (1625), for the
first time.
“Renaissance scholars thought that indigenous scripts, however limited, registered historical events,” Cañizares-Esguerra argues, while
“Enlightenment literati thought that scripts were material evidence
upon which to reconstruct conjectural histories of the development
of the mind.”²8 Fray Diego Durán consulted Amerindian-authored
accounts in Mexica script for his history of the Mexicas in the late
sixteenth century, but by the eighteenth century such sources were
deprecated, particularly by English historians. Interestingly, even in
Cañizares-Esguerra’s account, it is clear that some historians, such as
Francisco Xavier Clavijero, were still taking indigenous sources seriously, and it was not long before creole American intellectuals began
to make nationalist claims for the importance of indigenous writing
systems as such in deliberate contradistinction to the European intellectual demotion of the American past (as primitive) and present (as
degenerate). Such a tendency overlapped with North American trends;
it was not long after this that North American students of indigenous
languages such as John Heckewelder and, a little later, Henry Rowe
Schoolcraft began to take a serious interest in all forms of American
Indian inscription, and a similar effort at recovering and reprinting
Indian documents from the early colonial era began in the United
States. This does not undermine Cañizares-Esguerra’s larger observation that Walter Ong, Jack Goody, Ian Watt, and other theorists of
the development of literacy understood the significance of “primitive”
inscription methods in a way that descends from this tendency.²9
And on this both Mignolo and Cañizares-Esguerra agree. As early
as the sixteenth century, American hieroglyphs were considered as a
primitive form of writing rather than a divinely inspired form of communication. But whether arguing for an occult significance to symbolic scripts or arguing for a stadial model, like Giambattista Vico’s,
that positioned writing in a Christian historical evolution, or searching for evidence that climactic change caused degeneration, as Cornelius de Pauw claimed, the images and scripts of America remained
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a key evidentiary basis for epistemological conflict.³0 Even John
Wilkins, early in a series of theorists of a universal language that would
both transcend nationality and obviate falsehood, insisted on
hieroglyphics—both Egyptian and Mexican—as a negative example,
proof of an earlier, and thus failed, approach to communication. And
the patriotic creole elites of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries made such documents central to their arguments, precisely
because the international epistemological controversies around Amerindian scripts (or, for example, the images at the ruins of the Mayan
city of Palenque) made American inscriptions crucial to ongoing debates about the human condition that were situated at the nexus of
nationalism, religion, and the need to maintain settler and creole legal
hegemony—what Rolena Adorno terms “the polemics of possession.”³¹
In the nineteenth century, Mignolo writes, “ancient writing systems
became the treasure trove of and a commodity for travelers and businessmen for whom the economic expansion of their countries allowed
a transformation of cultural legacies into exotic commodities.”³² But
collectors and states also moved indigenous objects—sometimes even
people—into museums as part of a new “scientific” orientation toward
history and human capacity and a post-Revolutionary claim to a national past. The nineteenth century, with its celebration of the four
hundredth anniversary of Columbus’s voyage, saw a surge in the publication of so-called Mexican antiquities that did not abate until the
1920s. Alfredo Chavero’s two-volume 1892 edition Antigüedades mexicanas contains lithographs of lienzos and other visual documents.³³
Manuel Orozco y Berra’s work, beginning in the 1860s, focused on
indigenous cartography, as did that of Antonio Peñafiel from the 1880s.
This too was a fertile period for book-historical study; José Toribio
Medina’s eight-volume La imprenta en México was published in 1912.³4
Revolutionary centennials were occasions to remediate the indigenous
past and assert the modernity of American nationhoods. Sometimes
paradoxically, such memorializations even confirmed postcoloniality.
Creole nationalism was rhetorically rooted in indigenous particularities, now organized within a progressive temporality that kept them
14
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safely in the past—yet this modernness was sustained by a repressive
dynamics that brought Native forms back to light again obsessively.
New media allowed for new forms of remediation: photography and
film, in particular, became dominant new modes of representing indigenous peoples, growing alongside the increasing professionalization of both history and anthropology. The republication of codices
and lienzos, together with the photographing and filming of ruins and
engravings, now functioned in the context of a scientific exploration
into primitivism and an often universalizing ethnography.
The 1940s saw a tendency in scholarship on the colonial era to attempt to counteract the “Black Legend.” But in the late 1940s and
early 1950s a more fundamental shift away from the dynamic of national hagiography or critique began; as Rolena Adorno put it, “the
dichotomy of victor and vanquished was no longer an adequate description” of the conquest of America.³5 The publication of codices,
archaeological studies, and other discussions of indigenous Central
and South American media helped build new interpretations of colonization in the works of John V. Murra, Miguel León-Portilla, Ángel
María Garibay, and many others—interpretations that centered Native perspectives and social structures or that demonstrated the multiplicity of influences on the political and economic unfolding of
Spanish colonization.³6
In many cases these republications and archivizations have been put
by indigenous people to uses that their curators might never have
imagined possible, particularly in the wake of increasing global activism and efforts at self-determination by indigenous peoples beginning
in the 1960s.³7 Academic work that took up colonial texts from indigenous standpoints flowered during this time, which also saw the linguistic turn in the humanities, the rise of cultural studies and New
Historicism, the return of the political to scholarly work, and, broadly, an increasing pressure on traditional historical method. The historiography traced above, routed through the works of major Hispanists
concerned with the question of indigenous media, is a product of this
more recent context. Surveying the bibliographies of Writing without
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Words and Mundy’s study of maps, one finds a clear surge in reissues
or new editions of Central and South American indigenous-made
documents in the 1960s and 1970s, with at least seventeen codices and
maps edited and interpreted during these decades and the production
at the University of Texas Press of the multivolume Handbook of Middle American Indians (beginning in 1964).³8 Interest in the codices was
geographically widespread: the publications in Mundy’s bibliography
are from across the Americas and Europe.
Frank Salomon’s discovery and discussion of the sustained use of
khipus for community organization in the Huarochirí province in Peru
brings us back both to the tricky temporality of the colonial archive
and to fundamental questions about how to analyze American communication forms. If the question of early American signifying systems was once how writing produces higher consciousness, for
Mignolo, Boone, Rappaport, Rabasa, and other Hispanists of the past
few decades, the guiding question has been how writing produces subalternity. With Salomon, we suggest tweaking the question in order
to produce methodological leverage and new questions: How do different media become political and social facts? The colonial Americas,
when the media of both Native Americans and Amerindians are considered, not only exemplify the complexities of answering such a question but offer an account of the history of present-day media archives
and discourses.
The archive of colonial North American literary scholarship has also
recently expanded to include a broader range of communication practices. Yet scholars of North American literature have confronted a different set of methodological problems. While Latin American archives
have historically preserved materials that incorporated elements of
indigenous textual traditions such as khipus, illustrated books, and
pictographs, the North American archive largely consists of the written and printed records of political and religious elites. In attempting
to recover oppositional and alternative cultures of information, scholars have used these elite materials to reconstruct communication prac16
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tices that operated beyond the domain of writing and print. This has
involved widening the category of “literature” to include practices such
as oratory, performance, and ritual.³9 And, as in the Central and South
American cases, it has involved a heightened awareness of how the
archival records of colonial states still condition contemporary scholarly labor.
The earliest extensive records of indigenous communication practices in North America were produced by English and Dutch jointstock companies trading along the North Atlantic coast. For these
early commercial ventures, manuscript accounts of coastal languages
and other communication ways served as a means to facilitate exchange and promote trading ventures to metropolitan stakeholders.
At first, the incredible variety of Native languages and dialects thwarted European attempts to produce any reliable account of coastal languages.40 A bewildered traveler with the Dutch West India Company
observed that languages in the Hudson River Valley alone “vary frequently not over five or six leagues; forthwith comes another language;
if they meet they can hardly understand one another.”4¹ Early European observers differed in their strategies for mapping this confusing
linguistic terrain. William Wood optimistically hoped that the apparent array of American tongues might only reflect differences in dialect, which, like the unruly tongues of the British Isles, would
disappear when tribes were brought under a centralized imperial government. Wood observed, “Every [American] country differ[s] in their
speech, even as our northern peoples do from southern, and western
from them.”4² Other travelers thought linguistic diversity among tribal groups indicated underlying tensions that could be exploited for
European ends. Traveling in the Carolinas, John Lawson wrote that
“difference of speech causes jealousies and fears amongst [Indians],
which bring wars, wherein they destroy one another.”4³ In the earliest
stages of colonization, many Native groups attempted to prevent settlers from overhearing proper tribal languages. Observing that the
Delawares only spoke to Europeans using the “shortened words” of a
pidgin tongue, the Dutch trader Jonas Michaëlius complained that
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the Indians tried to “conceal their language from us [rather] than to
properly communicate it.”44 While such observations represented distinctly European expectations about linguistic homogeneity and national unity, they also reflected indigenous commitments to preserving
difference, or at the least a form of strategic leverage, in the face of
imperialist encroachments.
Many early promotional narratives portrayed communication with
Native people in terms of gestures and hand signs.45 Accounts of gestural communication served to reassure investors in England and the
Netherlands who feared that the difficulty of learning Indian languages might stall trade or lead to political tension. In an early sixteenthcentury account of an exploratory venture in the mid-Atlantic,
Giovanni da Verrazzano described the potentially pacifying effects of
gestural imitation on Indians, writing, “By imitating their signs, we
inspired them in some measure with confidence.”46 In an account of
George Waymouth’s 1605 voyage to New England, James Rosier reported that signs and gestures had been perfectly suitable for carrying
out economic exchanges with Indians. “I signed unto them,” he wrote,
“that if they would bring me such skins as they ware I would give them
knives. . . . This I did to bring them to an understanding of exchange,
and that they might conceive the intent of our comming to them to
be for no other end.”47 While such descriptions served to promote
commercial ventures, other travelers made less extravagant claims
about the cross-cultural intelligibility of gestures. Casting doubt on
the claims of commercial agents such as Rosier, the Royalist castaway
Henry Norwood found the “insignificant signs” of Maryland Indians
“as hard to be interpreted as if they had expres’d their thoughts in the
Hebrew or Chaldean tongues.”48 Such divergent experiences reflected
not only regional differences among Native groups but also the competing agendas of different settlement ventures. While the promoters
of financial ventures expressed confidence about the cross-cultural intelligibility of gestural communication, those with no financial interest in the American trade offered less optimistic opinions about New
World communication.
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To forestall skepticism about their ability to communicate across
cultural lines, many English ventures sought to record and publish
Indian languages in systematic form, often with the assistance of “gobetweens” or cross-cultural interpreters acquired through kidnapping
or adoption.49 Before traveling to America as the official chronicler
of a voyage to Roanoke, Thomas Harriot learned parts of the Carolinian Algonquian dialect from Manteo and Wanchese, two coastal
Indians brought to England by Sir Walter Raleigh in 1584. On his return from Virginia, Harriot produced “An universall Alphabet conteyninge six & thirty letters” (1585), the result of his efforts “to seeke
for fit letters to expresse the Virginian speche.”50 The alphabet included pronunciation instructions for Algonquian phonemes, offering potential readers the chance to sound out Indian tongues for themselves
from the comfort of transatlantic distance. The voyage also employed
the painter John White to capture visual records of coastal lifeways.
White depicted Indians with indecipherable tattoos that suggested
the variety and complexity of coastal textual practices.5¹
While Harriot recorded Chesapeake languages using models derived from natural philosophy, other writers used different formats,
often compiling linguistic information with other kinds of materials,
and in the process making divergent arguments about the importance
of indigenous languages. Many of these reports, such as Johannes
Megapolensis’s account of the Mohawk and Mahican languages, circulated in manuscript among governmental officials, company agents,
and missionaries.5² Yet print publications from John Smith, Thomas
Gage, and William Wood also included vocabulary lists of Indian
words modeled after manuals of trade jargon, emphasizing how
knowledge of Native languages might yield financial profit for travelers, planters, and adventurers for hire. Controversies over the accuracy of these materials quickly became part of struggles for resources
and political power. When Roger Williams petitioned the parliamentary Committee for Foreign Plantations for a charter for the independent settlement community Providence Plantations, he supported his
appeal with the phrasebook A Key into the Language of America (1643),
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which he published in part to correct the “grosse mis-takes” in current
English understandings of Algonquian tongues.5³ Far from offering
a unified imperial or cultural judgment of Indian signification as inferior or savage, then, accounts of Indian languages and communication systems offered dissenters like Williams the opportunity to
challenge reports from the politically dominant colonies such as Massachusetts Bay and to gain credibility in the metropolis by positioning
themselves as alternative sources of information about American politics.54 Natives gained politically from these transatlantic missions as
well. From the sixteenth century onward, many Native people traveled
to England with returning colonists. Sometimes they traveled as captives; at other times they came voluntarily and enjoyed audiences with
colonial or government officials interested in the progress of English
colonial endeavors. Pocahontas, the daughter of Wahunsunacawh, paramount chief of the Chesapeake Bay Powhatans, enjoyed an audience
with King James during her visit to England in 1616, sitting at the
king’s side during a performance of a Twelfth Night masque.55 Other Native people used English transatlantic routes to communicate
with English governmental officials in writing. In 1646, several sachems of the Narragansett tribe of southern New England conveyed
an “Act of Submission” to English authorities by way of an English
traveler. The sachems signed the document with pictographs. In response to the tribe’s submission, Parliament extended the tribe the
protection of the English crown.56 While the Narragansetts were successful in their attempt to form an alliance with the English crown,
most Native people who attempted to communicate with European
governments were ignored, and many who traveled across the Atlantic never returned home.
Just as theological concerns had shaped Spanish responses to and
controversies about Amerindian representation, debates over Native
languages took on added urgency in North American evangelical ventures. In the seventeenth century, English efforts at missionary outreach were narrower in scope than those of their Spanish counterparts.
Still, the Anglican Church devoted significant attention to Indians in
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Virginia.57 And, while lacking state funding, later Puritan efforts received considerable support from philanthropic societies such as the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. These missionary endeavors produced an extensive archive of indigenous texts. Early English
evangelism of Algonquian-speaking peoples was largely directed by
John Eliot, a Cambridge-educated minister who immigrated to Boston as part of the Great Migration. Rejecting the commonly held notion that Native languages were too primitive to communicate
religious concepts, Eliot viewed Algonquian languages as a potential
channel for converting Native people. Starting in the late 1640s, Eliot
learned to speak Massachusett by living among Christian converts in
southern New England. In the 1650s he translated the Bible into the
Massachusett language and printed several hundred copies on colonial presses (this Bible, titled Mamusse Wunneetupanatamwe UpBiblum God, was the first Bible to be printed in the English colonies).
While the immediate intended audience for these publications consisted of “praying Indians,” or Native converts to Christianity, Eliot’s
printed materials also circulated among colonial Puritans and financial supporters in England, who rewarded his progress with donations.
While Eliot’s linguistic labors were accompanied by concerted efforts
to eradicate other aspects of Algonquian culture, such as customary
dress, diet, and religious practices, Eliot’s mission offered an important venue for Native expression. As well as learning Massachusett
from Native people who listened to his preaching, Eliot hired Native
people as translators and typesetters and submitted the manuscript of
his Massachusett-language Bible to Native converts for review. Indigenous collaborators such as James Printer, John Sassamon, and Job
Nesutan profoundly shaped the printed output of Eliot’s mission. Eliot also arranged for the publication of religious confessions in indigenous voices in an attempt to prove to ministerial elites that Natives
were genuine converts. The Eliot archive has been a site of scholarly
contest for some time; early historians of the colonial period such as
Cotton Mather argued about the meaning of Eliot’s legacy for later
generations of Puritans, while antiquarians collected and sold Eliot’s
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books and archived them in university and state libraries. More recently, a new generation of scholars has used Eliot’s archive to expand
the concepts of authorship and literacy to include Native contributions and ways of reading.58
Though involving cooperation between Native converts and English ministers, Eliot’s publishing ventures were hardly insulated from
the tense and often violent politics of the North American frontier.
Eliot viewed print as a vehicle for God’s Word, but other English and
Indians saw the intercultural circulation of printed materials as a potentially threatening development.59 However much Puritans berated
Catholics for what they considered superficial conversion tactics, the
English, French, and Spanish shared a common association of books
and writing with imperial power. Roger Williams reported that the
Narragansetts had neither “Clothes, Bookes, nor Letters, and conceive
their Fathers never had; and therefore they are easily perswaded that
the God that made English men is a greater God, because Hee hath so
richly endowed the English above themselves.”60 The anxieties and aspirations that surrounded print as a sign of European cultural superiority came to a head during King Philip’s War (from roughly 1675 to
1676), which was in part triggered by the murder of John Sassamon,
one of Eliot’s collaborators. Eliot’s communities of praying Indians
were subject to violent reprisals by both sides and eventually resettled
at the behest of Eliot and other sympathetic ministers. Warring parties also apparently perpetrated similar violence on Eliot’s Bibles. In
a letter written in the 1680s, Eliot lamented that “all the Bibles and
Testaments were carried away and, burnt or destroyed” in the war.6¹
The decision to target printed materials reveals the religious and cultural meanings attached to print culture by both English and Indian
groups. Recent archaeological excavations of Algonquian burial
grounds have also found pieces of English religious materials incorporated into Native funerary culture, suggesting the numerous kinds
of symbolic value that could attach to printed and written materials
as they were transmitted across cultural and racial boundaries.6²
French settlers and Iroquois-allied Native groups in the Great
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Lakes region also struggled over the meaning of writing and the role
of communication technologies in political and religious rituals. While
English missions were constrained by lack of funding and waning
metropolitan interest, Jesuit priests in New France received steadier
state endorsement and from 1611 to 1811 continuously published accounts of their interactions with the Iroquois and other groups. Eventually collected and printed in the late nineteenth century, The Jesuit
Relations have begun to receive renewed interest from scholars as a
multigeneric archival record of European and indigenous interactions.
They also provide a glimpse of the way missionaries and colonists recognized and even valorized Native political media for strategic purposes.6³ Writing about treaty negotiations in 1645, for example, a
Jesuit priest drew an analogy between writing and wampum, arguing
that the strings of beads serve “the same function as writing and contracts among us.”64 Iroquois leaders conferred a similar recognition
on European accounting technologies, citing the “Pen-and-Ink Work”
of Jesuit scribes. The reflexive attention to communication in French,
English, Dutch, and other northern European government archives
suggests the extent to which struggles over the medium of record
keeping were often bound up with conflicts over the terms and scope
of political alliances.
As with codices and other Amerindian records, written accounts of
European and indigenous interactions gained considerable currency
in European philosophical and scientific circles. The European encounter with Native North America unfolded against the backdrop
of renewed inquiries by many early modern thinkers into the link between language and cultural difference. Many of these thinkers viewed
linguistic variation as a result of God’s toppling of the Tower of Babel
and the splintering of an ancient, universal language into mutually
incomprehensible offshoots. The vernacular languages of European
nations were seen as inferior or debased tongues that had lost the unity between word and object that had characterized sign systems before the Fall. To many European theorists, the sprawling linguistic
diversity of the Americas seemed to supply a missing link that could
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be used to trace language back to its primeval form.65 European intellectuals scanned indigenous texts for resemblances to ancient languages. Surveying reports from the colonies, Thomas Thorowgood saw
similarities between Algonquian languages and Old Testament Hebrew, observing that “very many of [the Indians’] words are like the
Hebrew,” while Thomas Morton found that “the Natives of this country, doe use very many wordes both of Greeke and Latine, to the same
signification that the Latins and Greeks have done.”66 Observations
of Indian rituals, sign languages, and other forms of communication
seemed to have biblical resonance as well. In the late sixteenth century, treatises on the arts of gestural rhetoric such as Guillaume Tardif ’s Rhetorice artis ac oratorie facultatis compendium (1475) were
translated into multiple languages, as Reformed intellectuals sought
to trace contemporary gestural and sign systems back to their roots in
biblical systems of communication. Colonial writers pointed to gestural communication between Europeans and Indians as evidence of
a residual, universal language of signs gradually degraded by the wayward course of postlapsarian history. Such links between indigenous
and biblical sign systems only increased the sense of apocalyptic urgency already felt by many Reformed thinkers and philosophers.
Debates over evangelical communication on the frontier coincided
with changes in the way many European philosophers understood the
concept of language and its relationship to history. As Edward G. Gray
has shown, while many Reformed thinkers saw European and American languages as deriving from a single prelapsarian source, in the
eighteenth century, Enlightenment thinkers increasingly came to view
language as a social convention that varied in complexity and reflected
different levels of national and cultural attainment. Accounts of American languages served as the basis for arguments about the environmental basis of human capacities and cultures.67 In An Essay
Concerning Human Understanding (1690), John Locke cited the radical
difference of indigenous tongues from European counterparts as evidence that language was a contingent and local phenomenon rather
than a medium for articulating innate concepts. Locke pointed to the
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supposed simplicity of indigenous languages as a counterargument
against claims for the prehistoric unity of language. “The terms of
[English] law,” he wrote, “will hardly find words that answer them in
the Spanish or Italian, no scanty languages; much less, I think, could
any one translate them into the Caribbee or Westoe tongues.”68 Linguistic hierarchies also informed Enlightenment philosophies of history. In his Scienza Nuova (1725), Giambattista Vico pointed to the
poetic nature of American Indian languages as evidence that early
peoples understood the world in terms of divine rather than rational
order. “This is now confirmed by the American Indians,” he wrote, “who
call gods all the things that surpass their small understanding.”69 For
Vico and other Enlightenment thinkers, comparisons between European and Indian languages offered a glimpse into the historical emergence of supposedly civilized cultures from backward and savage ones.
The philosophical interest in Native languages in Enlightenment
circles created publishing opportunities for American thinkers located
at the margins of European academic discourse. With the rise of
American literary, historical, and anthropological studies in the nineteenth century, philosophers and scientific investigators increasingly
came to view indigenous materials as objects of ethnographic inquiry.
In Notes on the State of Virginia (1785), Thomas Jefferson drew on
seventeenth-century surveys by the Virginia Assembly to provide European readers with a map of North American indigenous politics and
languages. Jefferson emphasized his own location on formerly
indigenous-owned territory in order to add credibility to his account
of indigenous languages and history, even going so far as to describe
personally unearthing a barrow or Indian mound in order to supply
answers to archaeological speculation. “I first dug superficially in several parts of [the mound],” he wrote, “and came to collections of human bones, at different depths, from six inches to three feet below the
surface.”70 Jefferson’s decision to focus on funerary practices ironically
reflected the ways archaeological scrutiny denied the existence of contemporary Indian groups. Jefferson decried the lost ethnographic opportunities occasioned by the displacement of Indian tribes. “It is to
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be lamented,” he wrote, “that we have suffered so many of the Indian
tribes already to extinguish, without our having previously collected
and deposited in the records of literature, the general rudiments at
least of the languages they spoke.”7¹ Colonial and early national officials collected wordlists of Indian languages in order to ameliorate the
loss of ethnographic information that accompanied Indian removal.
These vocabularies were the subject of fierce debate among various
communities of investigators. While Jefferson argued that the astounding variety of American languages was the result of the ancientness of American civilizations, ethnologists such as Benjamin Barton
argued that all indigenous languages came from “one great stock,” with
differences instead reflecting the environmental shaping of human
cultures.7² Underlying such debates was the assumption that Indian
languages reflected historically backward peoples and therefore offered
a window into the distant origins of American civilization.7³
In addition to sparking the imagination of Jefferson and other
learned inquirers, the record of the continent’s first inhabitants also
inspired antiquarian interest. Shortly after the American Revolution,
newly formed organizations such as the American Antiquarian Society and the Massachusetts Historical Society began to catalog and
print colonial materials in an effort to document the prehistory of the
United States. These nationalist collections retroactively framed early
colonial history as the origin point of U.S. democratic institutions and
reprinted colonial materials in order to “trace the progress of society
in the United States.”74 The indigenous contents embedded in colonial materials, such as pictographic signatures or transcriptions of Native languages, were framed as relics of vanished peoples whose
disappearance was the precondition for the emergence of the U.S.
state. The Massachusetts Historical Society printed numerous colonial texts with indigenous materials, including Daniel Gookin’s manuscript account of the history of New England’s praying Indians as
well as Williams’s A Key into the Language of America. The society also
formatted other kinds of indigenous-authored materials for print publication, such as an inscription copied from a gravestone at Gay Head
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and letters to colonial governors from King Philip and the Sakonnet
sachem Awashonks. These collections privileged print as a mode for
preserving historical documents. The “Introductory Address” to the
first volume of the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, penned by Jeremy Belknap, argued that “the art of printing affords
a mode of preservation more effectual than Corinthian brass or Egyptian marble; for statues and pyramids which have long survived the
wreck of time, are unable to tell the names of their sculptors, or the
date of their foundations.”75 Like ancient techniques for preserving
historical information, the indigenous languages and communication
practices depicted in colonial texts stood in contrast to the progressive
archival institution of print publication, which was portrayed as secure
from historical obsolescence. The documentary collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society and New England Genealogical Society
were models for the publications of other state and regional historical
societies later founded in the American South and Midwest, which
reprinted indigenous materials alongside other forms of historical miscellany. They also inspired accounts of Native America in popular fiction and poetry by professional writers such as Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, James Fenimore Cooper, and John Augustus Stone, who
saw the “vanishing Indian” of early national ethnography as a theme
for a uniquely American literature.76 Many of these organizations are
still active today, and they sponsor much early American research; the
archival politics of today’s work on the colonial era are intertwined
with the imperatives of these organizations and their histories in ways
that have yet to be fully articulated.
The state and federal bureaucracies created to manage political relations with Indian tribes were important venues for the publication
of many kinds of Native materials. Throughout the nineteenth century, agents and missionaries working with government agencies collected vocabularies, oral stories, maps, and representational objects
such as blankets, pipes, and ceramics. These items often served as the
basis for ethnological accounts that in turn informed federal policy.
The missionary John Heckewelder used his government offices to colIntroduction
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lect information about Northeastern groups, eventually publishing his
Account of the History, Manners, and Customs of the Indian Nations Who
Once Inhabited Pennsylvania and the Neighboring States (1818). The Indian agent Henry Rowe Schoolcraft collaborated with his wife, the
Ojibwe Jane Johnston Schoolcraft, on collections of Ojibwe stories as
well as volumes of ethnological research. The Schoolcrafts’ work sought
to codify indigenous storytelling as an “oral imaginative lore” that existed alongside print-bound European literary traditions.77 The conclusion of the Indian Wars and the closing of the frontier created
numerous documentary opportunities for investigators working in
other media as well. Painters, photographers, and stage performers
followed settlers and expanding government agencies to western territories and collected material culture, stories, and songs and recorded
scenes from plains life.78 These books, images, and performances often
used printed and photographic representations of indigenous oral culture and traditional practices to critique white modernity and overdevelopment. They also made celebrities of prominent figures in the
Indian Wars, such as Black Elk, who toured the United States and
Europe re-creating Plains rituals and performances as popular entertainment for mass audiences.
Federal policy shaped Native self-representation as well. While
government agents, missionaries, and anthropologists published versions of Native languages and communication ways, Native people
authored manuscript and printed accounts of their own cultures for
both white and indigenous reading publics. Native authors such as
William Apess, David Cusick, and William Warren circulated and
published histories that rebutted claims of Native “disappearance” and
asserted the historical continuity of indigenous nations. As the literary historian Maureen Konkle has shown, this counter-historiographic
movement challenged federal removal policy by using printed renditions of storytelling and ritual traditions to assert tribes’ status as sovereign nations with valid claims to land tenure.79 In 1825 the
Cherokee Nation adopted an alphabetic system devised by Sequoyah
and later began printing the Cherokee Phoenix, a dual-language news28
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paper that circulated among Cherokee towns in North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, and elsewhere. The newspaper reported on laws,
government proceedings, land transactions, and other features of
Cherokee nationhood that mirrored those of Western nation-states.
It also included accounts of religious practices, oral stories, and poetry and fiction authored by members of the tribe. Yet in most places
there were severe constraints on the access of Native people to the
print public sphere. Recent scholarship has pointed to the necessity
of looking at diaries, religious confessions, student work from reservation boarding schools and missions, illustrations, and marginalia in
religious and pedagogical materials in order to recover the broadest
possible archive of nineteenth-century Native American writings.80
The twentieth and twenty-first centuries have seen a flowering of
indigenous self-representation across the Americas, often in oppositional public spheres that coalesced around movements for sovereignty, territorial reclamation, and citizenship rights. As José Rabasa has
pointed out, these new frameworks for thinking about indigenous
symbolic systems and their politics—particularly the notion of resistance and domination working in complex, interlaced ways—“could
not have been formulated before the dissolution of the colonial world
after World War II and the postcolonial condition of thought we associate with Frantz Fanon and, in general, with the emergence of a
native intellectual elite that contests the historical and epistemological privileges of the metropolis.”8¹ The latter, of course, happened in
the United States and Canada under a continuing state of colonial
relations—one that, with the rise of reservation gaming in the United
States, has forced a considerably more complex engagement with different theories of sovereignty. In North America this has often taken
the form of a valorization and remediation of oral tradition, in forms
ranging from recorded music and film to every genre (and emerging
genres) of published, often popular, imaginative writing. But just as
often, both in tribal museums (or the new National Museum of the
American Indian) and in cultural festivals and powwows, challenging
state-to-reservation relations has involved foregrounding other-thanIntroduction
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textual media such as dance, song, music, film and video, and a broad
range of material arts. The Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act, passed in 1990, seems to reverse the nineteenthcentury terms of museum remediation, putting the question of who
owns Native representations of and from the past at the center of a
series of important lawsuits that have altered attitudes toward indigenous signifying practices and caused controversies about the curatorship of the past. The Indian Arts and Crafts Board of the U.S.
Department of the Interior places two-page spreads in in-flight magazines, reminding Indian art buyers that their activity is regulated by
the state to ensure that “the Native American heritage and tribal affiliation of the producer” are “marketed truthfully.”8² This policy reflects a collaboration between sovereignty objectives and commercial
strategies characteristic of many of the legal compromises of the past
few decades that have brought some indigenous North American
groups to renewed cultural, economic, and political power. In this way,
private, public, and academic archives of indigenous representation
continue to evolve under changing political conditions and in a shifting relationship to ongoing Native signification.
From the most recent of these conditions and relationships emerge
a series of questions taken up in the essays that follow. How did colonial societies understand the relationship between indigenous information technologies and social power? What would literary
studies look like—more precisely, what new questions and problems
could be identified—if we embrace nontextual media and move beyond the oral-literate dynamic? How did power relations within and
between colonial societies shape themselves through questions about
and competing (or sometimes harmonious) theories of communication? And given that, as we have seen above, indigenous Indian, Amerindian, African, and other cultures’ forms of representation early
became the occasion for a series of global-scale arguments about human progress, race, and national destiny—indeed, even the idea of “the
human” itself—what might be gained from raising these questions in
a series of colonial places across the Americas?
30
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Hemispheric treatment of colonization can bring great leverage to
bear on old problems and, as we have been suggesting, can allow us to
ask new questions. But there are important caveats to be considered
when employing such analyses. Because of intense imperial competition, religious differences, and trade restrictions, comparison has been
an important modality of scholarly approaches to colonization. The
history of interactions among indigenous groups complicates the picture more; Daniel Richter, among others, goes so far as to suggest we
might understand the North American wars of the eighteenth century as in no small way playing out long-standing American Indian intergroup tensions, not just French, Dutch, English, and Iberian claims
to Indian territory. As Ralph Bauer observes, early Americanists taking
a hemispheric approach “typically juxtaposed two or more texts originating from throughout the Western hemisphere either on the basis
of larger, transnational generic, formal, or aesthetic movements (as did
Owen Aldridge), or on the basis of some common historical experiences in the New World (racial and cultural encounters and mixtures,
for example, or the experience of creole settler colonialism).”8³
There have been objections to this formal or experiential comparative model. Cañizares-Esguerra has argued that comparisons sometimes fall into an exceptionalist or essentialist reification of categories
that are themselves products of colonialism—such as an imagined
impermeable imperial membrane between Protestantism and
Catholicism—and that instead we should focus on a shared Christian
ontology.84 Mignolo’s The Darker Side of the Renaissance questions the
comparative frameworks in which studies of American colonization
proceed, unfolding through concepts like the book, genres, history,
religion, property, or geography.85 It is easy to find analogues across
cultures for all of these concepts, but doing so hazards mismatching
(even at times erasing) important ways of seeing and being. At the
same time, such analogies risk, inasmuch as they work from one cultural location toward others, blindness to non-analogical features
across cultures. Attention to the processes and locations of comparison, then, becomes central. The essays in this volume describe, in difIntroduction
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ferent ways, colonial communications exchanges and their predicates
and reflect on our ways of describing them. They draw differing conclusions about the values and risks of intercultural analysis in the colonial relation; the tension between these conclusions, we hope, will
not merely represent different critical attitudes but serve the purpose
of fueling our readers’ awareness of those locations and processes of
comparison that constitute fields of study at this moment in time.
Another complication of doing comparisons is the difference between legal cultures. A focus on formal continuities in literature and
religion stops short of addressing this difficulty. Rabasa’s blanket declaration that “laws determine texts that organize the world for colonization” isn’t entirely true: that would be to swing all the power of
determination to law and writing—to re-create the problem of technological determinism on the humanistic end of the spectrum.86 One
must confront the importance of differences in major approaches to
law; Patricia Seed’s discussion of the unharmonious ways colonizing
powers laid claim to property is a good example. But we must also attend to the ways those laws evolved in complex, rich local settings of
adaptation, non-enforcement, and precedence.87
Rabasa mentions the difficulty of understanding the collective quality of many Amerindian utterances or inscriptions.88 This is a widespread dynamic across American cultures—but often the locally
specific class or role of the writers matters as much as anything else
in understanding the social force of a document or statement. Formal
analysis of indigenous representation may be usefully rooted less in
romantically unified communities than in specific understandings of
how boundaries or interests within those communities are constructed, as well as that community’s relations with perceived-to-be-outside
audiences. To complicate matters, the “oral” is valorized by many indigenous collectivities as a cultural possession, a mark of distinction
and formal uniqueness. Critiques of the oral-literate divide from the
academy must confront the fact that for contemporary tribes within
the United States, “oral culture” is often an important form of evidence
for proving a tribe’s historical existence and initiating legal challeng32
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es to state and federal governments. The contested history of terms
such as “oral culture” suggests the extent to which media categories
are the products of inter- and intracultural struggle as much as of the
triumph of colonial classification systems.89
Another commonality of the many forms of indigenous media is
that they tend to speak to one or another major question in anthropology or history—wampum to the political history of northeast
North America; codices to the history of Mesoamerica; khipus to the
question of how a vast empire was managed without writing. Seen in
this larger perspective, the recognition of indigenous communication
practices as systems—cultural and political expressions at the level of
forms and protocols, not just content—is central to continuing struggles over sovereignty across the Americas. Hitherto that discussion
has taken place on Western terms; nation-states have been viewed as
expanding entities within a global order, while tribes are rooted in
specific territories and local political spheres. Appadurai suggests that
with challenges to the nation-state form, different accounts of media
and systems of cultural differentiation may emerge from a broader
crisis in Western understandings of the complexity and historical duration of nation-states. The reconfigurations of state order that have
accompanied globalization have provoked remappings of indigenous
communication systems beyond the public spheres of the “domestic
dependent nation,” with its implied localism and explicit relation to a
paternalistic state. The reconstitution of historical tribes from geographically dispersed descendants and the emergence of indigenous
groups as major forces in the global tourism and gaming industries
have led to a redefinition of tribes as potentially global entities. They
have also led to a corresponding revival of extra-local possibilities
within historically indigenous communication systems.
“At this point,” Mignolo writes, “the question is no longer how to
use the enlightening guidance of Western notions of rationality in order to understand colonial, postcolonial, and Third World experiences but, rather, how to think from hybrid conceptual frameworks and
spaces in between.”90 New media conditions can help us talk differIntroduction
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ently about the colonial period—though thinking from between spaces is difficult, not least because it foregrounds the question of the
locations of our own academic or personal politics just at the moment
we would hope to offer a model for transcending such politics. We
now accept alternative literacies as an idea, yet we have few means for
engaging them institutionally in the United States. Colonial negotiations and appropriations remain a vital place for rethinking representation and power, as much as for unearthing violent pasts—for
changing how we speak, from particular places and archives.
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